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Bill Anderson 

After combining TV writing commissions with two years as a roustabout on the 
Fulmar Alpha North Sea oil-rig, I left Aberdeen and took the NFTS directing 
course. 

Credits include workplace dramas The Mill, Mr Selfridge and Dockers (BAFTA 
and RTS nominated, written by sixteen striking Liverpool dockers, Irvine Welsh 
and Jimmy McGovern, executive produced by the striking Liverpool port 
stewards); historical epics Sword of Honour with Daniel Craig and Boudica 
with Alex Kingston; and politically dystopian Fields of Gold and Last Rights. 

Helming the pilot of Lewis brought on a rash of detectives: DCI Banks, Taggart, George Gently, and Case 
Histories. 

Guardians, which I also wrote, was nominated for RTS best single drama and the Prix Italia. Most recently I’ve 
served time on Doctor Who. 

I’m a passionate natural beekeeper with six Warré hives on my London roof, and I write the regular beekeeping 
column for The Idler magazine. 

 
Otto Bathurst 

After becoming an editor, I switched into production and moved up through 
the ranks of assistant director and then made a short film, which toured the 
international festival circuit picking up a bunch of awards. From this, my 
directing career was launched. 

I have directed a number critically acclaimed TV shows. These include; the 
HBO co-production Five Days —  nominated for BAFTA, Golden Globe and 
RTS awards; Criminal Justice, which won the BAFTA for Best Drama Serial, 
the Prix Italia for Best Drama and the Broadcast Award for Best Mini Series 
of the year; a single film, Margot; the provocative cult drama, Black Mirror, 

which won the International Emmy and the comedy award at the Rose d’Or Television Festival. 

More recently Peaky Blinders, for which I was awarded the BAFTA for Best Director. The series won a hatful 
of other awards including the prestigious Royal Television Society Judges Award. I have just wrapped on a 
$100M, truthful and visceral re-boot of Robin Hood for Lionsgate Studios. 

I am also a member of BAFTA and The Directors Guild of America. 
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Audrey Cooke 

Audrey Cooke has directed some of the most popular and successful 

TV dramas, comedies and soaps including Coronation Street, 

Waterloo Road, The Bill and Holby City.  She directed the first series 

of the ground-breaking This Life and two series of Kay Mellor’s 

BAFTA-nominated Fat Friends as well as Cardiac Arrest, The Heart 

Surgeon, The Visitor for C4’s ‘Shockers’ anthology starring Daniel 

Craig, the feature film The Place of Lions, and Frank Skinner’s sitcom 

Shane. Her most recent work includes Death in Paradise and In the Club, both for BBC1, and is currently in 

post-production on Midsomer Murders for ITV 

David Drury 

I have been involved in film and television production for quite a few years. 
I started my career as a producer then a producer/director at Granada 
TV. I then moved to David Puttnam’s company Enigma where I directed 
two films for Enigma/Goldcrest before going to America for Colombia 
where I directed one film and a TV Movie of the Week. 

A family tragedy compelled me to move back to the UK and I have been 
engaged in television drama ever since, both as a director and an 
executive producer.  
 
 

 

Christiana Ebohon-Green 

I am an award-winning drama director, currently selected for the BAFTA 
Elevate 2017 scheme. I graduated from the NFTS, where I studied 
Fiction Direction. 

I have directed Father Brown, Doctors, EastEnders, Hollyoaks and 
Emmerdale. Having built up such a strong body of experience, I am now 
focused on moving on to more challenging drama, as well as feature 
films. 

I recently directed a Film London Calling Plus short called, Support and 
Creative England supported short, Some Sweet Oblivious Antidote 

starring Sir Lenny Henry, Wunmi Mosaku, Colin Salmon, and Fatima Koroma. 
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David Evans 

David is an Emmy-nominated director of drama and (occasionally) 
documentary. Recent credits include Preacher (AMC), Anne with an E 
(Netflix) and I’m Dying Up Here (Showtime); he also directed the feature 
documentary My Nazi Legacy, which premiered at the Tribeca Festival in 
2015 and featured on BBC Storyville. 

Before that, highlights and personal favourites include Downton Abbey, 
Shameless, the RTS award-winning Unforgiven and the 4 x 60m BBC 
drama One Night starring Douglas Hodge, Jessica Hynes, Georgina 

Campbell and Billy Matthews. He is currently co-writing a thriller set during the Nuremberg trials in 1946. 

Matthew Evans 

My father described himself as a journeyman artist — now, I do too. He 
was an actor, a good one. I tried it, I wasn’t. But through acting I became 
fascinated by performance, staging and cameras. I have been a poor 
actor, a good sound recordist, a tall boom swinger, a trapped rostrum 
cameraman, and the captain of a dredger.  

I went to Manchester University to read plays and watch films, and to the 
NFTS to mix it all together, I was Derek Jarman’s AD, and I once took 
Debbie Harry shopping.  

I am a tv director, a photographer and a potter. I have made some stuff I really like, not all of it, but I am proud 

of the skills I have, and take a real pleasure in the craft of others. I am part of a generation of directors who 

allowed themselves to become invisible, and it's time we were seen again. 

Tim Fywell 

Tim is currently in post-production as lead director of series three of Tony 
Grounds’ Our Girl for the BBC, having just completed post-production on 
the opening episodes of the third series of Grantchester for Kudos/ITV (Tim 
previously led the second series).  

Previously, he directed the second block of Abi Morgan’s River for 
BBC/Kudos (starring Stellen Skarsgard, Nicola Walker, Lesley 
Manville and Eddie Marsan.) In 2014, Tim directed the finale of the 
critically acclaimed and BAFTA-winning Happy Valley for Red/BBC, and 
the final block of the first series of Grantchester. Other recent credits include 
Masters of Sex for Showtime (starring Michael Sheen, Lizzy Caplan and 
Alison Janney) as well as Nigel Williams’ script about PG Wodehouse’s 
war years, Wodehouse In Exile, for Great Meadow/BBC 4 and a block 
of Dracula for Carnival/Sky Living. 
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Tim’s earlier credits include DCI Banks, Without You (Charlotte Jones’ script from the Nicci French novel) with 
Marc Warren and Anna Friel, Andrew Davies’ adaptation of Sarah Waters’ novel Affinity, Half Broken 
Things with Penelope Wilton and Daniel Mays for ITV, and The Turn of the Screw for the BBC. He also 
directed the Disney film Ice Princess (with Joan Cusack and Kim Cattrall), Norma Jean and Marilyn for HBO 
(with Ashley Judd and Mira Sorvino) and critically acclaimed feature film I Capture the Castle for BBC Films, 
which starred Romola Garai, Henry Cavill, Rose Byrne and Bill Nighy. Tim is developing a number of feature 
projects currently, including Ladykiller (with Genesius Pictures) and his own script Still Hear Your Voice (with 
producers Kristina Dubin/Arnold Messer.) 

  Samantha Harrie 

Originally from the West Midlands, Samantha started out 
as a fine artist until the storytelling bug led her into making 
films. After award-winning short films, Samantha made her 
TV drama debut on Channel 4 with single drama, Call It a 
Night, as part of the Coming Up series. She has since 
directed several episodes of BBC series Doctors. Samantha 
was recently selected for the Directors UK, High End TV 
Drama Directors Programme, on Call the Midwife, with 
Neal Street productions and later in the year will be 
directing Holby City. 

Alongside her TV career, she is also developing several feature projects including: The Pod, with writer Melissa 
Iqbal and revenge-thriller Orchestra. Samantha is a graduate of the National Film and Television School, 
where she was awarded a scholarship from the David Lean Foundation for her MA in Fiction Direction. Her 
graduation film Love Letters, was nominated for a Royal Television Society Television Award. 

James Hawes 

BAFTA-nominated ‘Best Director’ for his film Enid, winner of the RTS ‘Best 
Single Drama’ for The Challenger Disaster, starring William Hurt, James has 
recently completed a year of work for American networks, including the 
season finale of Black Mirror for Netflix, National Geographic’s Emmy-
nominated Genius, starring Geoffrey Rush and upcoming The Alienist for 
Paramount. 

James began directing in the theatre before joining the BBC to work in 
factual programming, from breakfast news to a film for Inside Story. Other 
work includes Penny Dreadful, C4’s critically acclaimed The Mill and films 
for BBC4, including Andrew Davies’ Chatterley Affair. James launched 
David Tennant as Doctor Who and piloted Merlin, DCI Banks and The 
Suspicions of Mister Whicher. 

James has been involved with Directors UK and its predecessor, DPRS, for over twenty years, including sixteen 
as a board member. He is also a member of the DGA. 
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Jessica Hobbs 

Jessica Hobbs is an award-winning television drama director from New 

Zealand and now based in the UK. She directed the psychological thriller 

Apple Tree Yard for Kudos and the BBC. She directed two episodes of 

Broadchurch and the final block of Abi Morgan’s River. Jess was lead 

director on The Slap and the series producer and lead director on Rake 

series three. She won an ADG Award for Devil’s Dust and AFI Awards for 

Answered by Fire. Jess’ earlier work includes the acclaimed Curtin, Love 

My Way, Spirited and My Place. She is currently directing The Split for 

BBC 1 drama. 

Julian Holmes 

After studying Film & TV at Bournemouth Julian spent the first ten years of his 
career at the BBC working on drama productions such as The Buddha Of 
Suburbia, Safe & Persuasion.  

He has been directing since the late-1990s. His work ranges from high-
end action-adventure to prime-time crime, comedy-drama & period 
including several seasons of Strike Back for HBO Hooten & The Lady for 
Sky and Spooks for the BBC. 

Jon Jones 

Director Jon Jones has worked in British and American television drama 
since graduating from the National Film and Television School in 1998. 

Highlights of his career to date have included The Diary of Anne Frank 
(BBC1), A Very Social Secretary (More4), Going Postal (Sky) and 
American Odyssey (NBC).  

He directed and wrote BBC1’s highly acclaimed The Alan Clark Diaries. 
Having recently worked mainly in US television drama, Jones is currently 
shooting his first feature film, Last Summer, which he has also written. 
Capturing the traumatic events of a 1970s childhood, Last Summer is set 
in rural Wales.  
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Karen Kelly 

Karen Kelly went to the BBC as a trainee after graduating 
from the Royal College of Art.  She spent ten years directing 
factual, drama docs, specialist factual films and several series. 
After winning a Royal Television Society award for The 
Guinea Pig Club, a documentary for BBC Four, she left to join 
the Emmy Award-winning company Impossible Pictures. 
There she created the six-million-pound series Prehistoric Park 
for ITV/ Animal Planet. She then made the move into drama 
proper and now has credits on EastEnders, River City, Doctors 
and Hollyoaks as well as a single film, Half Life. She is 
currently moving on to Casualty and beyond. 

Suri Krishnamma 

Suri Krishnamma is an internationally recognised film and television director. 
He has directed seven feature films including Dark Tourist and A Man of No 
Importance, as well as multiple episodes of popular TV dramas and serials, 
including Waking the Dead, Cold Blood and A Respectable Trade. 

Currently a director on Coronation Street, Suri has a number of projects in 
development, including two feature films, a feature documentary and a TV 
drama series. He studied Direction at the National Film and Television 
School and is a past President of the Jury for the Munich International Festival 
of Film schools. He is Professor of Film at Norwich University of the Arts and 
Honorary Fellow of the Arts University Bournemouth. 

James Larkin 

James is a director and actor who trained at RADA. He started his career 
in Shakespeare with Kenneth Branagh’s renaissance company, and in 
that time he was directed by Judi Dench which inspired him to direct as 
well. He’s also worked with Sam Mendes at the Donmar and played 
Tony Blair for Peter Kosminsky. As well as continuing dramas he has 
directed Private Practice for ABC in the US, a feature, City Slacker, that 
was nominated as Best Film at the BIFAs and Raindance, a feature length 
Casualty and Call the Midwife. He still acts — his most recent TV gigs 
being Wolf Hall and Black Mirror. 
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Philippa Lowthorpe  

Philippa Lowthorpe started out as a director of documentaries. She moved 
into drama with The Other Boleyn Girl which she adapted and directed 
for BBC. Her other directing credits include Five Daughters, Jamaica Inn, 
Cider with Rosie and recent feature film Swallows and Amazons for 
BFI/BBC films. She was instrumental in setting up and directing the very 
first series of BBC hit drama Call the Midwife and the first Christmas 
Special for which she won the BAFTA for Best Director Fiction in 2013. She 
is the only woman ever to have won this award. Her most recent work is 
The Crown, for Netflix. She also directed the highly acclaimed Three Girls 
for BBC One. 

Darcia Martin 

I have been directing for almost twenty years and have been lucky 
enough to work on a variety of programmes in different genres. My first 
experience of programme-making wasn’t in a production office however. 
My first job at the BBC was in copyright. This gave me a basic 
understanding and appreciation of the rights of creators. I have been 
interested in how those rights work and how they are protected ever since.  

I directed Factual, Entertainment and Children’s Drama before working on 
Casualty, Doctors, Judge John Deed, Hollyoaks Specials, The Bill and 
Call the Midwife. I have also spent time in the producer role while co-
producing an award-winning independent feature documentary. 

Lynsey Miller  

Lynsey Miller is a director. Her work includes The Boy with the 
Topknot for BBC2, Channel 4’s Colour and the BAFTA and Japan 
Prize-winning Lizard Girl for BBC/EBU.  

In addition to her film and television work, Lynsey also directs 
commercials and music videos. She was named as a Star of 
Tomorrow by Screen International and featured on the BBC’s 
2017 New Talent Hotlist. 
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Robbie Moffat 

I’ve been in the arts for more than forty years. I started as a writer of 
poetry and novels, moved into theatre as a producer/director, and I 
came out the other side and into film (for the last twenty odd years).  

I have solely been involved in fiction, but who knows, I may be able to 
master factual stuff as I age. 
 
 
 

Diana Patrick  

Having worked successfully as an actor in theatre, films and TV, I trained 
as a director at the NFTS, entering the industry directing music videos 
and documentaries for BBC and Channel 4.  

Moving into drama, I directed episodes of Chandler & Co., Rides, 
Heartbeat, Bad Girls and Dangerfield, and have continued to direct 
numerous episodes on popular drama series including The Bill, 
Emmerdale, Casualty, Coronation Street, Dumping Ground, Doctors 
and Father Brown. 

Nic Phillips 

Ex-Ravensbourne in 1968, I worked up the crew ladder in commercials, 
movies and broadcast TV to be a director in 1979. I’ve shot film and 
video, multi and single-camera, current affairs, entertainment, sport, 
drama and sitcom for BBC and ITV. I’ve been producer, executive 
producer, Head of Comedy & Drama for an independent. I’ve directed 
blocks of EastEnders for the last ten years. I’ve mentored new directors 
and coached actors in screen craft.  

I’m a passionate advocate of directors’ rights, a founder member of 
Directors UK and proud to have played a part in the recently won pay 
claim from BBC Serial Drama. 
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Rick Platt 

Rick is a keen fisherman, a qualified beer judge/brewer, a gundog trainer 
and an active member of Directors UK.  

Trained as an actor at BOVTS (Bristol Old Vic Theatre School) he is an 
award-winning short film screenwriter/director and a director of continuing 
and multi-camera drama at the BBC.  

He is also a former directors’ careers advisor at Skillset and guest lecturer in 
tv drama and theatre at LAMDA and the University of Bedfordshire. Rick is 
also a new directors mentor on Holby City and EastEnders and is on the BBC 
Writers Room selection committee for the directors’ scheme. 

       Udayan Prasad 

Udayan Prasad has been directing documentaries, television drama and 
feature films since graduating from the NFTS in 1983. His feature films 
include Brothers in Trouble (1995), My Son the Fanatic (1997), and The 
Yellow Handkerchief (2008). For television his numerous credits include 
102 Boulevard Haussman (1991) and Talking Heads 2: Playing 
Sandwiches by Alan Bennett along with They Never Slept (1989), 
Running Late (1992) and Femme Fatale (1992) by Simon Gray. More 
recently he directed two episodes of The Tunnel (2013) for Sky Atlantic 
and two episodes, including the finale, of The Musketeers (2016) for 
BBC TV. 

Zam Salim 

Zam Salim is a writer-director who works across a number of fields: 
film, short film, documentary, TV drama and commercials, and has 
won a number of awards in all of these genres. His debut film Up 
There won numerous prizes – amongst them Best Film and Best 
Director at the Scottish BAFTAs as well as Best Film at the Santa 
Barbara Film Festival. He was also selected as a BAFTA Breakthrough 
Brit. He has directed shows such as M.I. High and River City, as well 
as a number of drama projects for Channel 4 and a series of The 
Break for the BBC. 
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Geoffrey Sax 

I have been directing drama for the past thirty-five years. Fifteen of those 
years were spent in the U.S. where I directed a number of tv movies, 
miniseries, pilots and a couple of features. When I returned a few years 
back, I was shocked to find that the only thing that hadn’t changed one 
iota was the fees, which had remained, at best, stagnant. 

I was, and still am, particularly concerned by the blurring of boundaries 
between executives and writers and directors, the lateness of scripts and 
the alarming erosion of our status. Most egregious is the cult of the writer 

as ‘Executive Producer’ and the power that position affords them. They are all over casting, design, locations, 
rushes, assemblies and all aspects of post-production. Perhaps those writer/execs who are not directing their 
own material should be encouraged to concentrate on the first part of their multi-hyphenate, so their scripts are 
delivered in a timelier, more camera ready, fashion. Then, maybe, we could prep properly, production would 
be more efficient and there would be less ‘fixing in post’. 

Directors UK are doing amazing work on so many fronts and I am excited and proud to be involved. 

Jon Sen 

I started directing twenty years ago, cobbling together cash to make short 
films. My break into TV drama came with Second Generation for Channel 4 
– a two-part British Asian drama set between London and Kolkatta. I went on 
to work for ITV (Frances Tuesday) and then went to the BBC to direct 55 
Degrees North and Waterloo Road.  

My most recent work has been on Casualty and Holby City, recently directing 
the one-shot Casualty special. I became a Directors UK member to campaign 
for better working practices and pay for CDS (continuing drama series) 
directors and was part of the committee that led the successful Directors UK 
campaign. 
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Paul Unwin 

Paul Unwin is a director and a writer. He has been active in Directors UK 
for the last ten years. He began work as a theatre director. He was Artistic 
Director of the Bristol Old Vic and has directed at the Royal Court, the 
Royal National Theatre, Manchester Royal Exchange and the Gate 
Theatre Dublin. His short film was nominated for an Oscar, he has directed 
in the US and Canada and extensively on British TV. His writing includes 
co-creating Casualty and Holby City and Dirty Old Town. He is currently 
working on a play for the Old Vic, a TV adaptation of John Sutherland’s 
memoir Blue, and with Peter Straughan on a long-form thriller.  
 

Gill Wilkinson 

Gill Wilkinson originates from the North West of England. She 
began her professional career as a director on The Bill. Since then 
she has worked continuously on other award-winning shows such as, 
Casualty, Peak Practice, Byker Grove, Grange Hill, EastEnders, 
House of Anubis and Coronation Street. 

Gill was a supervising director on Zabranjena Ljubav (Forbidden 
Love), the first Croatian soap created by the RTL network, and has 
also brought her directing knowledge to workshops and courses at 
Drama and Film schools including LAMDA, The Northern Film 
School, Man Met and LCC amongst others. 

Dan Zeff 

Dan Zeff is a BAFTA-winning director and writer working across 
drama and comedy.  

Drama includes Hattie, Consuming Passion (both single films for 
BBC4), Lost in Austen, Case Histories and Doctor Who.  

Comedy includes Inside No.9, Siblings, Pramface, Worst Week of 
My Life and Ideal.  

Dan is a Directors UK board member and also Chair of the Distribution 
Committee. He is a passionate advocate of the vital role Directors UK 

can play in furthering industry awareness and respect, improving working conditions and pay, and enabling 
directors to meet, share and act together in what can otherwise be a very isolating profession. 


